WolfWalk, Two Ways

http://m.lib.ncsu.edu/wolfwalk
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/dli/projects/wolfwalk/
WolfWalk

- Native iPhone App
- Geolocated special collections images
- Track the user’s current location
- Browse historical images of sites on campus
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What happened?
When the original building (Brooks Hall) became too small, the new D.H. Hill Library was built in 1953. Two towers were added in 1971 and 1990. D.H...

1950s
Students at first floor study desks in D.H. Hill Library.

1950s
Old entrance of D.H. Hill Library, now part of East Wi...

1956
Circulation desk in D.H. Hill Library.

In 1953, after the first library building (Brooks Hall) became too small, the new D.H. Hill Library was built. It was expanded in 1954...
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More...
What did we learn?
Reminders

Separate data from display, REST, web services, etc., etc...
Native Mobile Apps are...

well-integrated in the device interface
Native Mobile Apps are...

able to access some more features
Mobile Web Apps are...

easier for most developers
Mobile Web Apps are...
capable of more than we thought
Mobile Web Apps are...

a way to reach more users
Mobile Web Apps are...

a good way to avoid [Apple’s] lawyers